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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Fill in the Blanks : (2x10)
a) The key difference between service firms and manufacturers is the

of their output.

b)  is a business practice in which a company hires another company
or an individual to perform tasks, handle operations or provide services that
are either'usually executed- or had previously been done by the company's

own employees.

c)  refers to the management of  a company's resources
employed at or en route to the property of clients, rather than on company

property.
d)  is a marketing term that measures how products or services

supplied by a company meet or surpass a customer's expectation.

e)  is defined as a bundle of goods and services that is provided in
some environment. This bundle consists of five features - Supporting Facility,
Facilitating Goods, Information, Explicit Services and Implicit Services.

Deviations from this, often destroy the image of the company.

f)  are statistical  methods, or sometimes called robust design
methods, developed by GenichiTaguchi  to improve the quality of  .
manufactured goods, and more recently also applied to engineering,

biotechnology, marketing and advertising.

g) A ,....is any mechanism in a lean manufacturing process that helps an
equipment operator avoid (yokeru) mistakes (poka). Its purpose is to eliminate
product defects by preventing, correcting, or drawing attention to human

errors as they occur.

h)  is a structured approach to defining customer needs or
requirements and translating them into specific plans to produce products to

meet those needs,

i)  A measurement of  the quality of  an organization's policies, products,
programs, strategies, etc., and their comparison with standard measurements,

j)  A statistician who went to Japan to help with the census after World War II,
and also taught statistical process control to leaders of prominent Japanese
businesses. His message was: By improving quality, companies will decrease
expenses as well  as increase productivity and market share. The great

statistician was
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Q2 bnon ,,@,._. ...

b) What is SERVQUAL?
c) Define Benchmarking.d) What are the distinctive characteristics of Service Operations?

e) What do you mean by Outsourcing?

f) Define the term CRM.
g) How do you enhance Customer Satisfaction?

h) Give few example of Field Service Organisation.
""@-* -'-Minn understand by<lnventory Management in Field Service?

(2x10)

Q3 Ueiinemo ,,.... ,.
peculiarities? @* ->nH Rxolain how it impacts manufacturing  (15)

Q5

Q6 Mow uu j^u ...measure service quality?
Q7 How creating customer connection will  help in enhancing customer  (15)

satisfaction? --j @@-,! formulation will help in understanding  (15)
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Q6.''^_  What are Cognitive Theory and Gestalt Theory? Give an analytic answer  (15)  ,
justifying their similarities.

Q7. What is Attitude? How does it affect Consumer Behavior? Explain with  (15)
example by using any Attitude Model.

Q8. Answer any TWO :
a) Perception
b) Nicosia Model
c) The lndianyuppy and Consumer
d) Behavior

(71/2 X 2)
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Q1  . Fill in the Blanks :

a) A retail format that consists of multiple retail units under common ownership
with centralized decision making is called .

b) A non-store retail  format in which merchandise is stored in machine and
dispensed to the customer on deposit of cash or credit card is called .

c) When a retailer buys a product not because of any prior planning but due to a
sudden urge to purchase- such type of buying is known as .

d) A type of retail location where there are no other retail outlets in the vicinity of

location.

e) According to the Central Place Theory a store will earn profit only if its range
is larger than its .

f) A large well known retail store located in a shopping centre serving as an
attraction and draws customers to the shopping centre is known as .

g) A type of merchandise which'generates high sales only for a short period of
time and then more or less fades away is known as@merchandise

h)  is a diagrammatic presentation depicting the placement of merchandise
in the store.

i)  Those brands which are designed and developed by wholesalers and retailers
are called .

j)  is the art of presentation and display which brings the merchandise into
focus and creates a desire and augment the shopping process.

(2x10)

Q2 Answer the following questions briefly :

a) What do you mean by Life time value of a customer?

b) What is scrambled merchandising

c) What do you mean by leased department format of retailing?

d) What is cross merchandising? @

e) What do you understand by Central Business District?

f) What is retail atmospherics?

g) Distinguish between At-the-market orientation and upscale orientation in retail
pricing?

h) What is Loss leader pricing?

i) What is Pont-of-purchase (POP) display?

j) What do you mean by pedestrian traffic?

(2x10)

@I/-
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merchandising planning and implementation.

Q4 Explain the importance of branding in retail  marketing strategy? Discuss (15)
various branding strategies and as a retailer how would you create brand

value in order to gain competitive advantage.

Q5 What is the relevance of store layout planning for a retail  unit? Discuss (15)

various types of retail store layout.

Q6 Enumerate the reasons for the growth of  retailing in India. Discuss the (15)
challenges faced by the retailers due to the changing behavior of  retail

consumers.

Q7 Distinguish between franchising and chain store format of retailing. Explain  (15)

the advantages and disadvantages of each one of them.

"Q \ /hv location decision of a retail store is so important? Discuss different types (15)
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Part-A (Answer all the questions)

Q1. Answer the following questions : multiple type or dash fill up type :
a) Performance management is viewed as a process carried out as a(n):

(1)  once-a-year task (2) twice a year activity
(3)  ongoing process or cycle (4) none of the above

b) An aim of performance appraisal is to :
(1)  fire employes (2) motivate employee
(3)  counsel employee (4) hire employee

c) A company's HR team is responsible for:
(1)  training of supervisors (2) monitor appraisal system affectivity

(3)  training employees ..,  (4) all of above
d) Job evaluation is a technique adopted for determining the of the

job:
(1)  internal worth (2) external worth
(3)  both internal and external worth (4) none,of the above

e) An evaluation process of  employee's performance, in comparison to set

standards is called:
(1)  performance appraisal (2) compensation
(3)  counseling (4) design of evaluation

f) Basic approach in employee's performance compares with their current

performance to
(1)  set standards (2) performance in previous years

(3)  performance in last job (4) none of above
g) The 360 degree performance feedback involves the evaluation of  the

employees by:
(1)  HR managers (2) employees
(3)  supervisors (4) all who are directly involved with the appraise

h) An equal rating of all employees such as 'good' is called :

(1)  lenient tendency (2) strict tendency
/o\ w-oinn tanrionnv (4) central tendency

(2x10)

M



i)  An advanta"ge-bf,Managemerit;by Objectives (MBO) is :
(1) avoids central tendency and biases
(2) jointly agreed perforrrian'ce objectives" '  ' ' @'  "-

(3) provides behavioural anchors @'-

(4) ongoing basis evaluation
j)  The evaluation method that requires the supervisors to keep a written record

of positive and negative work related actions of the employees is called :
(1)  Critical incident method (2) Essay method
(3)  work standard method (4) Field review method

Q2. Answer the., following questions : Short answer type ; (2x10)

a) Why it is essential to measure the performance of an employee ?
b) List out the problems of performance appraisal.
c) What does performance planning mean ?
d) What are main HR actions subsequent to performance appraisal ?
e) What is meant by Competency ?
f) What are the merits and demerits of 360 degree appraisal ?
g) What is Employee reward system ?
h) What is reward management ?
i) Cite few reasons why performance appraisal fails.
j) Define an assessment centre.

Part- B (Answer any four questions)

Q3. Explain the concept of performance management system and how does it  (15)
differ from performance appraisal

Q4. Discuss the financial  and non financial  rewards in motivating modern  (15)
employees. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of  linking
compensation with performance

Q5. What are the different methods of performance appraisal? Elaborate in detail  (15)
"Management by Objectives"

Q6. Performance appraisal is a systematic way of judging the relative importance
of an employee in performing his/ her task. Justify the statement. What is 360
degree-appraisal

(15)

Q7.

Q8.

Performance appraisal has been affected by different types of rating errors.  (15)
What are these errors which are usually encountered in the process of
Performance appraisal, Explain

What do you mean by reward management ? What are the major objectives
and importance of reward management ?

(15)
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Q4 A bank wishes to review us maitvcuny M,̂ ..~ -.._ ,_ _them compatible with its business strategy of focused differentiation on
corporate customers and high net worth individuals in urban centres in India.

Suggest the major elements of the marketing plans and policies the bank

should consider implementing.

Q5 With the help of a schematic diagram explain the various components of a -  (15)

Value chain Analysis in detail.

Q6 Why strategic evaluation is important to organizations? What types of barriers (15)
are commonly faced during evaluation? Discuss a few strategic control

techniques usually adopted by corporate.
2&~ 2S'. HU 2iV>

Q7 Outline the prime objectives behind Business Portfolio management. Discuss (15)

GE nine cell matrix with a schematic diagram.

Q8 Write short notes on any TWO : (5x3)

a) Vertical integration
b) Mckinsey 7-s Framework
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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which is compulsory and any Four from the rest.
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Q1. Answerthe following questions :

a)  Type of structured market through which funds flow with the help of financial
instruments such as bonds and stocks is classified as

(i)  Financial market
(ii)  Non financial market
(iii)  Funds market
(iv)  Flow market

-b)  Risks stating assets are sold at low prices because of sudden surge in
withdrawals of liabilities is classified as

(i)  Payment risk
(ii)  Liquidity risk
(iii)  Income risk
(iv)  Balance sheet risk

c) In Capital market, major suppliers of trading instruments are
(i)  Govt. and Corporations
(ii)  Liquid corporations
(iii)  Instrumental corporations
(iv)  Manufacturing corporations

d) Markets in which transactions are done through computers and telephone
without any specific locations is classified as

(i)  Past counter market
(ii)  Future counter market
(iii)  Over the counter market
(iv)  Capital counter market

e) Commercial; paper issued with low interest rates thus commercial paper is,

categorized as
(i)  Commercial rating
(ii)  Payables rating
(iii)  Better credit rating
(iv)  Poor credit rating

f) For a particular security transaction, agreement is "repo" with point of view of
(i)  Security seller
(ii)  Security buyer
(iii)  Security function ' ; ;
(iv)  Security broker

g) Markets which reallocate liquid funds in relatively fixed amounts is classified as
(i)  Capital markets
(ii)  Debt markets
(iii)  Secondary markets
(iv)  Primary markets

(2x10)



*; C:-  h)  Depository institutions include
(i)  Commercial banks and thrifts
(ii)  Mutual funds
(iii)  Credit unions
(iv)  Savings banks

~'T)  A Factor affecting the growtri'ofVC finance lfA @

(i)  Culture and environment
(ii)  Interest rates
(iii)  Easing stock market barriers
(iv)  Increased business banking finance

j)  A "no load mutual fund" is
(i)  One that has zero operating expenses
(ii)  Typically marketed directly to customers, charging no commission

@@@>  (iii)  One-that has a negative rate of return-- >
(iv)  A type that does not invest in stock

Q2. Answer the following questions: (2x10)

a) What is the primary function of the financial system?
b) What are the requirements of a developed Money market?
c) What does financial market facilitate?
d) Bring out the difference between Rights issue and preferential issue?

@ e) Whatdo the?circuit breakers.or price bands bring about?

f) What is the primary objective of listing securities?
g) What is the aim of growth fund?
h) Which industrial characteristics should be considered at the time of rating an

organization?
i)  State the difference between commercial banking and merchant banking.
])  What are the needs of venture capital financing?

Q3. What do you mean by "Financial System"? Discuss in detail  how does it  (15)

channelize money between different sectors?

Q4. "Financial intermediaries have to perform the task of financial innovation to  (15)
meet the dynamically changing needs of the economy". Discuss the given

statement in the light of the various innovative products introduced in recent

times.

Q5. .,  What do you, understand by New issue market? Explain the different methods (15)
of  marketing corporate securities in the New issue market. Explain the

regulations governing primary capital market in India.

Q6. Distinguish between genuine trading and speculative trading? Discuss the (15)
different kinds of speculators operating in a stock exchange and their methods

of dealings.

Q7. Explain the meaning and the basic tenets of credit rating agencies. What are (15)
the various steps involved in the rating process? Discuss.

Q8. Explain the financial activities that come under the ambit of Merchant banking? (15)
What is the code of conduct laid down by SEBI which the merchant bankers


